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FALL FIELD REPORT, August-November 2006
Compiled by W. Ross Silcock
P.O. Box 57, Tabor, IA 51653
silcock@rosssilcock.com
INTRODUCTION
First, I want to say how much I appreciate observers' responses to my
requests for additional details on various sightings, not just rarities, but early and
late dates. It's important to have these details for the archives to help future readers
and researchers feel more comfortable with records from our era.
Patterns that were apparent included a generally quiet fall for waterfowl (they
were all at L McConaughy), but excellent numbers ofthe rarer two seaters (but NO
White-winged!) and a surprising 16 Red-necked Grebes. On the other hand, numbers
of staging Western Grebes were down significantly, apparently due to poor (dry)
summer breeding conditions, but a flock of Brant and a Harlequin Duck added spice.
Among herons, there were more Snowy Egrets than Greats in the eastern Rainwater
Basin! Snowies and Little Blue Herons appeared in good numbers, and the 10th
Glossy Ibis for 2006 (!) made an appearance. A fifth breeding location for Sandhill
Crane was reported.
Among shorebirds, record numbers of American Golden-Plovers WeR\
located, and the recent increase in fall sightings of White-romped Sandpipers
continued. These two species, along with Hudsonian Godwit, are usually scarcer in
fall than in spring. Also unprecedented historically was a fall flock of 28 migrant
Mountain Plovers; previously, records after July were extremely unusual. Other
lingering shorebirds included Semipalmated and Piping Plovers, Black-necked Stilt,
Willet, and Long-billed Curlew. A count of5500 Wilson's Phalaropes at Crescent L
NWR was exciting!
Adding to our scanty knowledge oftile (expanding?) western limits ofBarred
Owl distribution was a photo of one near North Platte. Western birds east included
several late Rufous Hummingbirds, a Rock Wren, a Chestnut-collared Longspur, and
a female Bullock's Oriole, while eastern birds west included a calling Yellow-bellied
Flycatcher, a White-eyed Vireo, and a Cape May Warbler. It seems that to find such
rare eastern passerines, one must find a migrant ttap like L Ogallala in the west.
Staying in the east where they should be, and showing in better numbers overall and
better than usual in August, were Philadelphia Vireo, and 4 warbler species: Yellow,
Chestnut-sided, Black-throated Green, and Canada.
I have to mention Lonnie Frimann's Curve-billed Thrasher; it's still at his
southeast Sioux Co ranch and is entering its 6th year of age and 5th in Nebraska.
Along with feeding young robins and Brown Thrashers, it has taken to following
Lonnie around the ranch and even burst into song this past August.
Apart from the Harlequin Duck mentioned above, rarities included Wood
Stork (mentioned in the Summer Report), Red Phalarope, Pomarine Jaeger,
Laughing, Little, and Great Black-backed Gulls, Arctic Tern, and Common Raven.
Others, close calls that may have been correctly made but which may not have been
documented quite well enough to convince the Records Committee (I hope I'm
wrong), were a female Garganey, a Black Rail, and an easterly Brewer's Sparrow.
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ADF: Arbor Day Farm, Otoe Co; BOL: Branched Oak L, Lancaster Co;
Cem: Cemetery; Co(s): County(ies); CLNWR; Crescent L NWR. Garden Co; FF:
Fontenetle Forest, Sarpy Co; GPD: Gavin's Point Dam, Knox/Cedar Cos; HCR:
Harlan Co Res, Harlan Co; ICSP: Indian Cave SP, NemahalRichardson Cos; L:
Lake; LM: L McConaughy, Keith Co; LNB: Lakes North and Babcock, Platte Co;
LO: L Ogallala (includes contiguous Keystone L), Keith Co; m. ob.: many
observers; NC: Nature Center; NGP: Nebraska Game and Parks Commission; NM:
National Monument; NNF: Nebraska National Forest, Thomas Co; NOURC:
Nebraska Ornithologists' Union Records Committee; NWR: National Wildlife
Refuge; PL: Pawnee L, Lancaster Co; Res: Reservoir; RWB: Rainwater Basin,
including parts of Phelps, Hamilton, York, Clay, Fillmore, and Thayer Cos; SCP:
Spring Creek Prairie, Lancaster Co; SHP: State Historical Park; SL: Sewage
Lagoon(s); SP: State Park; SRA: State Recreation Area; WMA: (State) Wildlife
Management Area; WPA; (Federal) Waterfowl Production Area; WSR: Wind
Springs Ranch, Sioux Co.
GAZETIEER
Harvard Marsh: WPA, Clay Co; Johnson L: SRA and Regulating Res,
Gosper and Dawson Cos; L Minatare: Scotts Bluff Co; Oliver Res: SRA, Kimball
Co; Ponca SP: Dixon Co; Sandhills: large area ofsand-based prairie in north-central
Nebraska; Smith L: WMA, Sheridan Co; Wehrspann L: Corps of Engineers
Reservoir with Chalco Hills Recreation Area, Sarpy Co; Willow Creek L: SRA,
Pierce Co; Valentine NWR: Cherry Co.
OBSERVERS
AB: Aaron Brees, Des Moines, IA; AD: Ann Duey, Scottsbluff; AK: Alice
Kenitz, Gering; ARy: Allan Reyer, Bellevue; BFH: Bill F. Huser, South Sioux
City; BH: Barb; Hayes, Elkhorn; BS: Bill Scheible, Cedar Rapids, IA; CG: Carlos
Grande, Geneva y EspalIa; CH: Carolyn Hall, Bassett; CL: Chuck Lesiak, Lincoln;
CNK: Clem N. Klaphake, Bellevue; CS: Carolyn Sonderman, Omaha; CW: Cole
Wild, Columbus; D&JP: Don & Jan Paseka, Ames; DB: Duane Bright, Bellevue;
DH: Derek Hill, Imperial; DK: Dan Kim, Grand Island; OS: Don Showen, Lincoln;
DSt: Dave Stage, Elkhorn; OW: Duane Wolff, Norfolk; EB: Elliott Bedows,
Bellevue; EBe: Eric Bents, Omaha; G&WH: Glen & Wanda Hoge, Alma; GC:
George Canterbury, Papillion; HKH: Helen K. Hughson, Mitchell; JEt: Jim
Etherton, Doniphan; IF: John Flavin, Chadron; JG: Jay Gilliam, Norwalk, IA; JGu:
Joe Gubanyi, Seward; JGJ: Joel G. Jorgensen, Lincoln; JJ: Jan Johnson, Wakefield;
JSt: Jon Strong, Omaha; IT: Jerry Toll, Omaha; JWH: John W. Hall, Omaha; KD:
Kathy DeLara, Mitchell; KK: Ken Kranik, Sterling, CO; KN: Kay Niyo, Evergreen,
CO; KS: Kent Skaggs, Kearney; KP: Kevin Poague, Lincoln; L&BP: Loren & Babs
Padelford, Bellevue; L&CF: Laurence & Carol Falk, Nebraska City; L&SW: Lin
and Steve Willet, Bellevue; LE: Larry Einemann, Lincoln; LF: Lonnie Frimann,
Scottsbluff; LR: Lanny Randolph, Gibbon; LRB: Linda R. Brown, Lincol\!; LS:
Larry Snyder, Kimball; MB: Mark Brogie, Creighton; MI: Marshall Iliff, West
Roxbury, MA; MM: Marty Mathieson, Shelton: MN: Melvin Nenneman, Valentine;
MU: Mark Urwiller, Kearney; MUs: Moni Usasz, Lincoln;' NL: Nick Lyman, North
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Platte; po: Paul Dunbar, Hastings; PR: Paul Roisen, Sioux City, IA; RB: Roland
Barth, Bellevue; RE: Rick Eades, Lincoln; RH: Robin Harding. Gibbon; RL:
Richard Luehrs, Kearney; RS: Rick Schmid. Omaha; RSg: Ruben Siegfried.
Scottsbluff; SA: Sue Amiotte, Chadron; SJ: Stephen Jones, Boulder, CO; SJD:
Stephen J. Dinsmore, Ames, IA; SS: Scott Schuette, Troy, MO; SW: Scott Wessel,
Norfolk; TEL: Thomas E. Labedz, Lincoln; TH: Tyler Hicks, Valentine; THa: Tim
Hajda. Broken Bow; TJW: T.J. Walker, Brady; TM: Tracy Morfeld. Valley; TR:
Tommie Rogers, Mound City, MO; TS: Tom Stehn, Aransas, TX; WF: William
Flack. Madison; WM: Wayne Mollhoff, Ashland; WRS: W. Ross SHcock, Tabor,
IA.
SPECIES ACCOUNTS
Greater White-fronted Goose: One at LM 2S Aug and 17 Sep was probably
summering (SID). An early fall arrival was at LNB 26 Sep (CW); first large
flock was the 250 near Hastings 23 Oct (PO). Unusual for the Panhandle were
1-3 at Oliver Res 30 Oct-4 Nov (SID,TJW).
Snow Goose: Arrival was late; few were reported until 900 arrived at Johnson L 16
Nov (PO) and "thousands" were near West Point 28 Nov (RE).
Ross's Goose: Rather early arrivals were two at LNB 18 Oct (CW) and one at
Hastings 21 Oct (PO). Best count was 79 at LM 31 Oct (SID).
Brant: About the 18th fall record was a surprising flock ofJO-40 in fight in Dixon
Co 24 Oct (RE; details). Most are found as singles or with smaller forms of
Canada Geese or Cackling Geese, although flocks of up to 3 have been
reported.
Cackling Goose: A now-resident bird continued at Schramm SP 8 Sep (L&BP).
First arrival was one at LNB 23 Oct (CW). First large flocks were the
"hundreds" at Oliver Res 4 Nov (TIW) and 83 the same day in Knox Co
(MB).
Canada Goose: First migrants reported were a flock of68 at HCR 8 Sep (G&WH).
Trumpeter Swan: Routine reports.
Tundra Swan: Two adults and a juvenile were at LNB 10-23 Nov (CW, m.ob.);
this species is a rare migrant.
Wood Duck: Routine reports.
Gadwall: A record fall count was the 5800 at LM 31 Oct (SID).
American Wigeon: A good fall count was the 1305 at LM 31 Oct (SID).
Mallard: Routine reports.
Blue-winged Teal: Last was one in Lancaster Co 5 Nov (LE).
Cinnamon Teal: Routine reports.
Northern Shoveler: A good count was the 1505 at LM 31 Oct (SID).
Northern Pintail: An excellent count was the 530 at LM 31 Oct (SID).
Garpney: A report of a female/juvenile in Nance Co 12 Oct was forwarded to
NOURC. There are 2 documented records for the state.
Green-winged Teal: The 15,100 at LM 31 Oct (SID) was a record fall count.
Canvasback: An excellent count was the 1388 at LM 31 Oct (SID).
Redhead: The 1830 at LM 31 Oct (SID) was merely a good count.
Ring-necked Duck: Two at Alma SL 4 Aug (JSt) provided a rare summer record
away from the Sandhills; this species does not breed in the state. An excellent
fall count was the 779 at LM 31 Oct (SID).
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Greater Seaup: Six at LO and 4 at L Maloney, Lincoln Co, 31 Oct (SID) were
rather early; 16 were at LO 2 Nov (JG1).
Lesser Seaup: Almost tripling the previous record fall count were the 3450 at LM
31 Oct (SJO); the 1250 at L Maloney the same day (SID) would have been
enough to be a new record!
Harlequin Duck: A report from a wildlife biologist of 4 birds that flew in and
landed at Goose L, Holt Co, 12 Nov (SW) was Nebraska's 5th documented
report, 4th in the last 13 years, most in northeast Nebraska.
Surf Seater: Probably a record showing was the total of 13 birds reported 22 Oct-16
Nov, including 6 female/juvenile birds at LM 31 Oct (SID). Others were an
immature at GPO II Nov (BFH), 3 sub-adult males at LNB 16 Nov (1GJ),
and single female/immature birds at Red Cloud SL 22 Oct (LR.RH), Lincoln
27 Oct (1G1), and Willow Creek L 27-29 Oct (MB,PR).
Whi~winged Seater: Oddly, none were reported; this is usually the most common
sooter.
Black Seater: Completing a strange sooter fall, this species, normally the least
numerous of the three, passed through in amazing numbers. A total of at least
27 were reported 14 Oct-28 Nov, including an unprecedented flock of 20
female/immature birds at Salt L, Lincoln, 25 Oct (1G1). Some of these, or
possibly different birds, lingered at Salt L through 8 Nov (JGJ,LE).
Elsewhere, 1-3 were at PL 14-28 Oct (1GJ,LE), the 14 Oct date rather early,
and singles were at BOL 15 Oct (1GJ), Willow Creek L 29 Oct (MB,PR),
Niobrara 5 Nov (MB), and in Dodge Co 28-29 Nov (RE,O&JP).
Long-tailed Duck: Also in above average numbers, at least 7 were reported 30 Oct-
17 Nov. A juvenile arrived rather early at Salt L, Lincoln, 30 Oct and stayed
through 14 Nov (1G1). An adult female and 2 immatures were at LO 3 Nov
(TJW) and 2 were at Goose L, Holt Co, 12 Nov (SW). An immature was at
L Maloney, Lincoln Co, 17 Nov (NL).
Bufflehead: The 1266 at LM 31 Oct (SJO) was an excellent count.
Common Goldeneye: Two in Scotts Bluff Co 23 Oct (AK) were rather early.
Photos were provided of 2 at Johnson L 16 Nov that had dusky yellowish
bills, a characteristic of Barrow's Goldeneye but sometimes seen in Commons
also; the photos showed that the Johnson L birds were indeed Commons
(PO).
Hooded Merganser: Good counts were the 89 in Lancaster Co 3 Nov (LE) and 80
at LO 31 Oct (SID). An adult female at LO 26 Aug (SJO,AB)G) was
unexpected; migrants usually arrive after mid-Sept
Common Merganser: Singles in Scotts Bluff Co 30 Sep (AK) and at LO 5 Oct
(DR) were at locations where molt migrants are known to occur, next reported
was one at Johnson L 16 Nov (PO).
Red-breasted Merganser: Routine reports.
Ruddy Duck: Routine reports.
Gray Partridge: None were reported.
Ring-necked Pheasant: Routine reports.
Sharp-tailed Grouse: Routine reports.
Greater Prairie-Chicken: Reports from the northwest are rare; 3 at Smith L, 10
Aug (SJ) provide the first northern Panhandle report since 1978. One at Jack
Sinn WMA, Lancaster Co, 30 Aug (RE) was unexpected for that county away
from the Denton area. Four birds at Harvard Marsh 20 Oct (PD) cooLinue the
recent e. RWB sightings. Reports from the southwest include 12 birds nw. of
Wellfleet 16 Oct (TJW) and 20 in sw. Chase Co 20 Oct (TJW). Best count
was 50 in northern Buffalo Co 26 Nov (TEL).
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Wild Turkey: Very late for dependent poults was the sighting 7 Nov of a hen with
2 about 3 weeks old in Sarpy Co (ARy).
Northern Bobwhite: Adding to a few reamt reports from the northwest were the 4
in Dawes Co 8 Aug (CNK).
Pacific Loon: The two reports were ofa juvenile at Sutherland Res, Lincoln Co, 31
Oct (SJD) and a single at LM 3 Nov (TJW). Reports in recent years have been
few.
Common Loon: LO had 1-2 summering on 26-27 Aug (SID,AB,JG); one
continued through 14 Oct (LR,RH), with probably a migrant there 2 Nov
(JGJ). Elsewhere, first migrant was at GPD 21-22 Oct (MB,BFH). Best count
was 5 at BOL 6 Nov (JGJ).
Pied-billed Grebe: The 166 at BOL 9 Sep (LE) was a good count.
Homed Grebe: This species was widely reported 16 Sep-25 Nov, a total of about
85. Best count was a moderate 26 at BOL 28 Sep (JGJ).
Red-necked Grebe: This may have been the best fall ever for the state, with a total
of at least 16 birds reported, including an unprecedented flock of II at BOL
28 Oct (JGJ). First was a basic-plumaged bird at LO 3 Sep (DH), presumably
an immature non-breeder. At least one was at BOL 25 Oct-6 Nov
(JGJ,SJD,LE). In addition, a first-winter bird was at Red Willow Res,
Frontier Co, I Nov (TJW) and 3 were at Calamus Res SRA, Garfield and
Loup Cos, 14 Nov (JGJ).
Eared Grebe: Migrants were on the move a bit early, with 45 at Enders Res, Chase
Co, 27 Sep (DH); one appeared at HCR 28 Sep (G&WH).
Western Grebe: Very early were 3 near Niobrara 13 Aug (BFH); previous earliest
dates in the east were in mid-Sep. One photographed at Johnson L 16 Nov
had features intermediate between Western and Clark's Grebes (PD). One at
Wehrspann L rather early on 29 Aug was reported as a "possible" Clark's
(JWH). What these intermediate birds are is not clear; they might be hybrids,
immatures that have not yet achieved discrete characters, or wintering birds
with unclear features. Best count was a mediocre (compared to previous years'
top 3 counts 000,000+) 8160 at LM 26 Aug (SJD,AB,JG).
Clark'il Grebe: Only the 4th and 5th fall reports for the east were singles at LNB 23
Oct (CW) and Willow Creek Res, Pierce Co, 27-29 Oct (MB,PR). The 21 at
LM 15 Sep (SJD,WRS,KN) was an excellent tally.
American White Pelican: Routine reports.
Double-crested Cormorant: Best count was the 1200 at HCR 8 Oct (G&WH).
Rather early for such a number, 339 were at LO 26 Aug (SID), perhaps a
consequence ofdry conditions in the Sandhills.
American Bittern: Rather early, possibly summering, was one near Niobrara 27
Aug (BFH), and last reported was rather late in Thayer Co 13 Nov (WF).
Least Bittern: The only report was from a northerly but possibly regular site, Ferry
Landing WMA, Knox Co, 17 Sep (MB), also a rather late date.
Great Blue Heron: Routine reports.
Great Egret: Best count was from HCR, with 55 there 7 Aug (G&WH), while
numbers were low in the e. RWB (1GJ). Less common westward, singles
(same bird?) were at LM 26 Aug (SJD,AB,JG) and 15 Sep (SJD,KN,WRS).
Snowy Egret: Apparently replacing Great Egrets in the e. RWB, a surprising 61 in a
single flock were found 5 Oct in Fillmore Co (lGJ). Elsewhere, 33 others
were found statewide, with 13 at LNB II Sep (CW). One at Niobrara 25 Oct
(MB) was 3rd latest ever in fall.
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Little Blue Heron: A few more than usual (7) were reported, including 3 at HCR 13
Aug (G&WH), one near Ashland 3-5 Aug (GC, m.ob.), a juvenile at LNB 15
Aug (CW), one in Douglas Co 2 Oct (BH), and an immature at GPD 9 Oct
(DW). The 9 Oct sighting is the 2nd-latest ever; there are now 6 reports for
Oct, but none for the period 20 Sep-I Oct.
Cattle Egret: One at Niobrara 4 Nov (MB) was about the 5th-latest ever.
Green Heron: Routine reports.
Black-crowned Night-Heron: Routine reports.
Yellow-crowned Night-Heron: The only report was of one in Chase Co 19 Aug
(DH); westerly reports are few, with only 5 from the Panhandle.
Glossy Ibis: Adding to the string of reports in recent years, one photographed in the
RWB 5 Oct (JGJ) was the 10th for 2006, and by far the latest date so far for
Nebraska.
White-faced Ibis: The good summer numbers continued at CLNWR, with 139 there
11 Aug (SS). Other good counts were 60 at LM 27 Aug (SJD,KN,WRS) and
a belated report of 55 at HCR 7 Aug 2005 (G&WH). One at Tekamah 27 Oct
(EBe) was the 3rd-latest ever.
Wood Stork: Discussion of the occurrence of one near Ashland 2-3 Aug was
included in the Summer Report because of a Jun sighting of what was
apparently the same bird. This was Nebraska's 2nd documented record.
Turkey Vulture: Two in Otoe Co 30 Nov (L&CF) were rather late. The 200-300
soaring over Lincoln 2 Oct (MUs) was an excellent count.
Osprey: Reports were statewide 25 Aug-27 Oct, the usual migration period. An
excellent count was the 9 at LM 17 Sep (SJD,KN,WRS). One in Garden Co 7
Aug (CNK) was likely a non-breeding immature; such birds often don't
complete their northward migration.
Mississippi Kite: Encouraging was the report of 2 adults over Red Cloud 4 Aug
(JSt), where breeding has probably occurred since being documented there in
2004. This is one of only two known breeding sites in Nebraska, the other at
Ogallala, where up to 4 birds were reported through 2 Sep (DH, m.ob.),
including a juvenile 7 Aug (CNK).
Bald Eagle: The 3 adults and 3 immatures at Schramm SP 9 Sep (L&BP) were
suggestive of at least one family group from the vicinity. Small numbers of
adult or immature Bald Eagles can be assumed to be mostly local birds with
possibly a few early migrants or wandering birds until perhaps Nov, when
true migrants arrive in greater numbers.
Northern Harrier: Routine reports.
Sharp-shinned Hawk: Routine reports.
Cooper's Hawk: Routine reports.
Northern Goshawk: None were reported; a few usually arrive by early Nov.
Red-shouldered Hawk: Although no details were received on either sighting, both
were at plausible locations for the dates: one was in Lancaster Co 17 Sep
(JGu) and the other, a juvenile, was at LNB 29-30 Oct (CW). Both may be
dispersing juveniles; the Hitchcock Hawkwatch averages 6 Red-shouldered
Hawks per year. (httv:/lhawkcount.oriVsiteinfo.php?rsite=I72)
Broad-winged Hawk: Only 6 were reported: singles at FF 13 Sep (ARy) and at
Bellevue 27 Sep (L&BP) and 3 in Lancaster Co 29 Sep (JGJ) at expected
locations. One in Perkins Co 5 Oct (DH) was westerly; there are about 15
reports away from the east.
Swainson's Hawk: Best count was a moderate 100 in Dixon Co 27 Sep (JJ).
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Red-tailed Hawk.: Actually "routine", but noteworthy, was the presence of a
Harlan's Red-tailed Hawk (creatively named "Blackie") at the same location in
Bellevue for at least the 12th consecutive year (RB).
Ferruginous Hawk.: Eight were reported from Lincoln and Perkins Cos westward
(TJW, DH)GJ), with another in Harlan Co 12 Nov (G&WH) and 2 fIrst-year
birds in Cherry Co 18 Nov (MB).
Rough-legged Hawk.: Routine reports.
Golden Eagle: Unexpected in the east, where the species is rare, were an adult in
Lancaster Co 21 Oct (EB) and an immature at BOL 13 Oct (LE); most
easterly birds are immatures. A bit easterly was an adult in Keya Paba Co 18
Nov (MB).
American Kestrel: Routine reports.
Merlin: As expected, flt'St sightings were in Aug, one in Seward Co 17 Aug (JGJ)
and another in Clay Co 19 Aug (JGJ), both the long-distance migrant
subspecies columbarius, as was one in Dakota Co 21 Oct (BFH). A
richardsonii was near Oshkosh 26 Aug (SID,AB,lG). An additional 6 were
reported by period's end.
Prairie Falcon: Easternmost were singles in Lancaster Co 14 Oct (LE), Pawnee Co
21 Nov (TEL), and GPD 21 Oct (BFH); this species is rare in the east. A
good count was the 4 in Garden Co 15 Sep (SlD,WRS,KN), while a single at
LM 26 Aug (SlD,AB)G) was early away from the breeding range.
Peregrine Falcon: About a dozen were reported statewide 25 Aug (SlD,AB,JG)
through 14 Oct (JG), the expected migration period.
Gyrfalcon: One was reported without details at Valentine NWR 13 Nov (MN, fIde
MB); this is a plausible time and place for this species, with earliest dates in
early Nov.
Black. Rail: A report of a sighting at FF 27 Aug reads "a very small, very dark
(looked black to me) rail flying up from my side of the stream. It flew to the
other side, landed and immediately disappeared" (ARy). Most reports of this
species are in the category of "fleeting glimpses", unfortunately, and are
difficult to evaluate. It is not inconceivable that breeding could occur at FF;
migration is thought to occur mid-Sep through mid-Oct (Birds of North
America).
Virginia Rail: Routine reports.
Sora: Routine reports.
American Coot: Routine reports.
Sandhill Crane: A pair with 2 juveniles in a marshy area in a Rock Co pasture 15
Aug almost certainly indicate nesting; the rancher had not used the area since
May (fIde CH). This is the 5th location that breeding has likely occurred in
recent years; the others were in the e. RWB, Sioux Co, Morrill Co, and Platte
Co. Two adults which looked like Greaters with Canada Geese in Morrill Co
15 Sep (SID,WRS,KN) may have been early migrants or possibly the pair
that bred nearby earlier in the summer. Migrants did appear around the same
time, as 35 flew over Sutherland Res, Lincoln Co, 19 Sep (NL). Best count
was a moderate (for fall) 1000 flying over Scotts Bluff Co 13 Oct (KD), and
rather late was another with Canada Geese in Scotts Bluff Co 30 Nov (AD).
Unexpected in the east was one flying over FF 14 Oct (ARy).
Whooping Crane: Three family groups were reported in Nebraska 23 Oct-6 Nov
(TS). One of the families stopped at Rowe Sanctuary, Buffalo Co, for 13 days
and were seen to have blackish bellies (RL); although they caused some
concern about oil hindering their movements, they arrived safely at their
wintering grounds at Aransas (TS).
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Black-bellied Plover: The 40 at LM 30 Sep (DH) was an excellent count; 20 were
there 5 Oct (1G1).
American Golden-Plover: Adults are scarce in fall; one with 3 juveniles was in
York Co 8 Sep (1G1). Juveniles are far more numerous, although rare
westward; 1-3 were at LM 15-17 Sep (SJD,KN,WRS), and one was still there
31 Oct (S1O). Unprecedented numbers appeared in York Co 3 Oct, when 320
were tallied, soon to be eclipsed by a record count of 336 two days later,
including 286 at a single York Co site (JGJ).
Snowy Plover: None were reported; habitat at LM is beginning to be overgrown.
Semipalmated Plover: The 22 at Wehrspann L, Sarpy Co, 2 Aug (CNK) was a
record count for fall. There were two very late sightings: 2 were at PL 13-14
Oct (LE,JGJ), one lingering there until 28 Oct (LE), the 2nd-latest ever, and
another was at LNB 18-23 Oct (CW), the 3rd-latest ever.
Piping Plover: Lingering record late was one at BOL 28 Sep-27 Oct (1GJ,LE), and
another at LNB 18 Oct (CW) was 3rd-latest ever.
Killdeer: A good count at an unexpected location was the 300 in 2 groups in
Gallagher Canyon, Lincoln Co, 3 Oct (TJW).
Mountain Plover: Unprecedented were two reports for Aug, including a flock of28,
apparently juveniles, in Kimball Co 31 Aug (LS). Two were in Deuel Co 16
Aug (DR). The only other record for the state after Jul is a specimen from
Dawes Co 27 Sep 1920. Most depart the Colorado breeding grounds by early
Aug.
Black·necked Stilt: The only reports were of 10 at CLNWR 11 Aug (SS) and 3
still there 26 Aug (S1O,AB,JG); the latter is only the 7th record after mid-
Aug, the latest 21 Sep.
American Avocet: Two excellent counts were the 361 in Sheridan Co 26 Aug
(SJD,AB, JG) and 308 at LM 17 Sep (SJD,WRS,KN).
Spotted Sandpiper: Routine reports.
Solitary Sandpiper: Routine reports.
Greater Yellowlegs: A record fall count was the 63 at LM 17 Sep (SID,WRS,KN).
Willet: Rather late was one at LM 7 Oct (KN,BS), only the 5th Oct report. It may
have been the same bird seen there 15-16 Sep (SID,WRS,KN), also rather
late. Willets are rare in fall in the east, and so 29 in Lancaster Co 13 Aug was
unexpected (1GJ), as were 20 at LNB 1 Aug (CW).
Lesser Yellowlegs: The 499 at LM 15 Sep (SJD,WRS,KN) was a good count.
Upland Sandpiper: Routine reports.
Long-billed Curlew: Only the 6th report for Sep was one at LM 15 Sep
(S1O,WRS,KN); it may have been the same bird seen there 25 Aug
(SJD,AB,JG) and 29 Aug (DW).
Marbled Godwit: The only report was of 18 at LM 27 Aug (SJD,KN,WRS). Most
have gone by the end ofAug.
Ruddy Turnstone: There were a surprising 4 reports, only the 16th-19th for fall.
One was at LNB 5 Aug (CW), 2 juveniles at LM 26 Aug (SJD,AB,JG), one
at BOL 6 Sep (1S), and one in Lancaster Co 16 Sep (CNK,D&IP).
Sanderling: Routine reports.
Semipalmated Sandpiper: One at PL 6 Oct (LE) was rather late.
Western Sandpiper: The only reports were ofone at ADF 4 Aug (L&CF), one at
PL the same day (LE), 6 juveniles at LM 26 Aug (SID,AB,JG), and 1
juvenile at LM 15 Sep (SID,WRS,KN).
Least Sandpiper: The 300 at PL 1 Aug (JGJ) was an excellent count. Often a late
migrant, one at LNB 19-23 Nov (JJ,CS,MB) was rather late. There are 3
records for Dec.
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White-rumped Sandpiper: Only the 6th documented fall record, all since 2001,
was the 30 at Wehrspann L 2 Aug (CNK). It appears this species is becoming
more numerous in fall; traditionally fall migration was along and off the
Atlantic Coast, as for Hudsonian Godwit.
Baird's Sandpiper: Fourth-latest ever were 2 at PL 25 Nov (LE); merely rather late
were 18 near Niobrara 4 Nov (MB).
Pectoral Sandpiper: The 800 at LNB 15 Aug (CW) was a record fall count, but not
surprisingly so, as 3 of the 4 highest ever fall counts are from that site.
Dunlin: The only reports were of one in Lancaster Co 17 Sep (LE), rather early, and
4 at LM 31 Oct (SJD). Most move through in Oct.
Stilt Sandpiper: Rather late were 2 in Lancaster Co 28 Oct (JGJ), and a good count
was the 400 at PL I Aug (JGJ).
Buff-breasted Sandpiper. Westerly were one at LM 20 Aug (CG) and 4 in Perkins
Co 1 Sep (DH). Juveniles were noted beginning 17 Aug (JGJ).
Short-billed Dowitcher: The only reports were of 4 at Wehrspann L 5 Aug (CNK)
and adults at LNB 15 and 18 Aug (CW), the LNB dates rather late for an
adult.
Long-billed Dowitcher: The 1000 estimated at LM 5 Oct (DH) was an excellent
count.
Wilson's Snipe: Routine reports.
American Woodcock: None were reported; late dates are in Nov.
Wilson's Phalarope: An amazing tally was the record 5500 (including an albino) at
CLNWR 26 Aug (SJD,AB.JG); the highest fall counts are all from there.
Red-necked Phalarope: Rare in the east, one was at PL 22 Sep (JGJ). The 22 at
LM 26 Aug (SJD,JG,AB) was a good count.
Red Phalarope: The only reports were of a molting adult at LM 26 Aug (SJD,AB;
SJD photo) and a juvenile there 15 Sep (SJD,WRS,KN; SJD photo). These
are only the 12th and 13th records for the state, II of these in faiL
Pomarine Jaeger: A light morph juvenile was photographed at LM 17 Sep
(SJD,KN,WRS); this is the 13th record for the state, all in fall.
Laughing Gull: Only the 3rd and 4th fall records were a flfSt-year bird at Lincoln
22 Oct (JGJ) and a 2nd winter bird at Willow Creek Res 27 Oct (MB). There
are but 15 documented records in alL
Franklin's Gull: Best count was the 7000 at BOL 3 Oct (JGJ); all-time high
counts are 35,000+.
Little Gull: The 12th and 13th for fall were a juvenile rather early at LO 27 Aug
(SJD,AB,JG; SJD photo) and an adult at BOL 25 Oct (JGJ). Most records are
in tall; there are 5 others in spring and summer.
Bonaparte's Gull: Best count was a moderate 120 at BOL 22 Oct (JGJ).
Ring-billed Gull: Routine reports.
California Gull: Most at LM was an excellent 124 on 15 Sep (SJD,WRS,KN);
about 160 were reported there for the period.
Herring Gull: Summer sightings are unusual, especially away from LM; 2 were at
Wehrspann L 2 Aug (CNK) and a juvenile was at BOL 22 Sep (JGJ). Unusual
for the date were 3 adults at LM 27 Aug (SJD,AB,JG); this is the earliest fall
date for adults by about a month.
Thayer's Gull: First to arrive was an adult at GPD 11 Nov (BFH); strangely, adults
are often early in fall.
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Lesser Black-backed Gull: At least 6 different birds were at LM: a frrst alternate
rather early 25 Aug (SID,AB)G), 2 adults 15 Sep (SID,WRS,KN), and a 3rd
alternate (with an adult) 17 Sep (SID,WRS,KN), and 2 first basic birds 31
Oct (SID). There are now about 60 records for the state for this regular spring
and fall migrant.
Great Black-backed Gull: An adult was at LM briefly 1-31 Oct (MI,DH,SJD; SJD
photo). Most stay for extended periods. This is the 7th fall record, 13th in all.
Sabine's Gull: This was a good fall for this species, with about 22 reported
statewide, including the 6th-9th records from the east. Earliest was record
early 27 Aug at LO (SJD, AB)G) and last were 2 at Enders Res, Chase Co, 8
Oct (DH). As expected, all were juveniles, with best count 7 at LM 17 Sep
(SJD,WRS,KN). Reports from the east were of one in Platte Co 10 Sep
(CW), 3 at GPD 10 Sep (MB), and one in Saunders Co 6 Oct (LE).
Black-legged Kittiwake: A surprising location for the only sighting was Wild Rose
L, Hall Co, where a juvenile was found 6 Nov (PD, photos).
Least Tern: An excellent count was the 25 at LNB 13 Aug (CW), presumably
migrants. LNB has been a traditional spot for fall migrants.
Caspian Tern: This was a good fall for this species, with at least 15 reported
statewide 2 Aug (CW) through 9 Oct (JGJ,LE), the latter rather late.
Blaek Tern: Routine reports.
Common Tern: This species also oa:urred in good numbers statewide, total about
30, and best count 7 at LM 15 Sep (SJD,WRS,KN).
Ardie Tern: A frrst year bird was at LNB 26 Sep-I Oct (CW,MB,PR,JJ,BFH; CW
details). If accepted by NOURC, this would be the 4th state record
Forster's Tern: Routine reports.
Rock Pigeon: Routine reports.
Eurasian Collared-Dove: High counts keep getting higher; 75 were at Brady 24
Oct (TJW), and 50 were at both Scottsbluff 13 Oct (KD) and Arnold 20 Nov
(TJW). Obviously flocks form in fall, with the 3 highest counts to date, 60-
75, in the period 24 Oct-20 Nov.
Wbite-winged Dove: Four were reported, including two at a Cozad feeder II Sep
(MU), one north of Hershey 8 Sep (TJW), and one at Scottsbluff 13 Aug
(RSg). One was reported at Cozad II May (Spring Report). As numbers
continue to increase, this species will no doubt begin to breed regularly.
Mourning Dove: A late date for eggs was a nest with two of them at Utica 3 Sep
(JGu).
Yellow-billed Cuckoo: Routine reports.
Black-billed Cuckoo: The only reports were ofone in Otoe Co I Aug (L&CF) and
another photographed at Rulo 29 Aug (TR).
Barn Owl: A pair nested for the second year at a site near Creighton; 2 adult-sized
birds were there 13 Aug (BFH). Adding to reports from the northeast in recent
years was one heard overhead in Stanton Co 3 Sep (TJW). One was at Ulysses
12 Aug (LE) at a site used last year. An interesting photo was received of 2
adults with 6 young at a nesting site near Dalton this summer (KK).
Elsewhere, reports were of 1-3 birds at regular southern and western locations
(SJD,KD, m.ob.).
Eastern Screecb-<>WI: A red morph bird was seen in Knox Co 25 Oct (MB); this
color morph is rarely reported from northern and western Nebraska.
Great Horned Owl: Routine reports.
Burrowing Owl: None were reported; departure is in Oct.
Barred Owl: A photograph ofone as far west as North Platte 18 Nov was received
(fide TJW); the scanty evidence available suggests that oa:urrence is regular
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west only to the Columbus area and Hall Co (OK), but that a few straggle
farther westward in the Platte Valley. A report of a road-killed bird in Nance
Co 26 Nov 1982 has also come to hand (fide WM). Also pushing westward
was one at Redbird in Holt Co 4 Sep (MB); there are several reports from
Knox Co. Although this species is sedentary, there is some dispersal from
natal sites, usually less than 50 km or so, but one young banded in Nova
Scotia moved 1600 km westward in a few months (from "Birds of North
America Online").
Long-eared Owl: None were reported.
Sbort-eared Owl: Good numbers were reported. including a record count of 12 at
Jack Sinn WMA, Lancaster/Saunders Cos, 21 Nov (CL, fide JGJ) and 7 in
Johnson Co 7 Nov (TEL). The latter were using Conservation Reserve
Program (CRP) fields, which, with appropriate management, can provide a
major boost to all native grassland species. Two more, in Kimball Co 4 Nov
(TJW), were also in CRP fields. Other reports were of singles at Valentine
NWR 29 Oct (SJD) and near Brewster 14 Nov (JGJ).
Nortbern Saw-wbet Owl: None were reported; arrival is in late Oct.
Common Nigbthawk: A record count was the 600 over Omaha 25 Sep (EB).
Common Poorwill: The only reports were of one near Ash Hollow SHP, Garden
Co, 25 Aug (SJD,AB,JG) and 9-11 Sep near Gering (AK), both regular
locations.
Wbip-poor-will: None were reported; departure is in early Sep.
Cbimney Swift: Routine reports.
Wbite-tbroated Swift: About 70 (yes, an excellent count) were seen entering a roost
crack at Scotts Bluff NM, Scotts Bluff Co, 8 Aug, where usually only about
12 were seen (KD); these were likely recently-fledged young, but also possible
migrants at that date. The only other report was of 4 at Wildcat Hills NC 16
Sep (SJD,WRS,KN).
Ruby-tbroated Hummingbird: Good numbers were reported, including excellent
feeder counts of 15 in w. Douglas Co 5 Sep (DSt) and 12 near Valley 17 Aug
(TM). Reports were through late Sep, last in Creighton 27 Sep (MB). Fall
reports usually extend westward to about Grand Island, but are scarce farther
west. A male at Brady 12-13 Aug (TJW) may have summered; a female was
there 19 May, and a pair 9 May-13 Jun 2004. Although intriguing, all may
have been migrants. There were reports of 1-2 at Bassett 23 Aug-17 Sep (CH).
Intriguing was a photo received ofan inunature male at WSR 23 Aug (HKH);
this was one of only about 5 reports from the Panhandle, the flfSt with
tangible documentation. Black-chinned Hummingbird is a full possibility that
far west.
CaUiope Hummingbird: Reports continue to increase; at least 8 were reported, 7 at
three sets offeeders in Scotts BluffCo: near Mitchell (KD) a female/immature
1-5 Aug, another 27 Aug-l Sep, and 1-2 from 17-29 Sep; in Scottsbluff
(RSg) a single 22 Aug (RSg); and near Gering 1-2 from 27-29 Aug (AK). The
latest date above, 29 Sep, is about a month later than the previous late date
among the 22 or so overall reports. Another female/juvenile was at Bushnell
27 Aug (SJD,AB,JG).
Broad-tailed Hummingbird: Three were reported: singles near Mitchell 1 and 5
Aug (KD), one in se. Sioux Co 12 Aug (LF), and a female/juvenile at
Bushnell 27 Aug (SJD,AB,JG). This is a regular full migrant through the
western Panhandle.
Rufous Hummingbird: Expected westerly reports were ofabout 8 birds through 23
Aug (KD,TJW,AK). The latest records for the state, however, are from the
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east. One appeared at a Bellevue feeder 19 Aug (L&SW), was photographed
23 Aug (CNK), and remained as late as 28 Nov (photos, fide CNK). This is
the 4th Nov record for the east. Two others were reported in early Sep at a
different Bellevue feeder (fide CNK), and one unidentified to species at a third
Bellevue feeder 31 Oct (DB) was most likely a Rufous. Also easterly was a
"brilliant male" at a Creighton feeder 27-28 Sep (MB). Any hummingbird in
the east after the ftrst week ofOct is unlikely to be a Ruby-throated.
Belted KingfISher: Routine reports.
Red-headed Woodpecker: Routine reports.
Red-bellied Woodpecker: Still rare as far west as Scotts Bluff Co, one was there
18 Nov(KD).
Yellow-bellied Sapsucker: Most move through in Sep-Oct, but a few linger later in
the southeast. Five such birds were reported, latest 2 in Bellevue 27 Nov
(DB). Migrants occur rather far westward in fall; one was at North Platte 25
Sep (TJW).
Red-naped Sapsucker: Two were reported, both at WSR: one each 19 Sep (KD)
and 13 Oct (HKH). This is a casual to rare fall migrant mostly in the western
Panhandle 13 Sep-16 Oct.
Downy Woodpecker: Routine reports.
Hairy Woodpecker: Routine reports.
Northern Flicker: Routine reports.
Pileated Woodpecker: One was seen 12 Aug in se. Otoe Co (L&CF) and 2 were at
FF 13 Sep (L&BP,ARy), both regular locations, but one on the north edge of
Nebraska City 13 Aug (L&CF) was a surprise.
Olive-sided Flycakher: One arrived rather early at ADF 6 Aug (L&CF). Rare
westward, one was at LO 27 Aug (SID,AB)G).
Western Wood-Pewee: One was reported in Platte Co 4 Sep; its underbill was
described as "mostly black". While this might indicate this species, there is
overlap in this key feature with Eastern Wood-Peewee and identification other
than in the hand of out-of-range birds is difficult. There are no documented
records away from the breeding range or east of the Panhandle.
Eastern Wood-Pewee: Routine reports.
Yellow-bellied Flycakher: Singles were reported 26 Aug in Lancaster Co (LE) and
29 Aug near Rulo (TR). Most unexpected was one at LO 26 Aug
(SJD,AB)G, SID details), the westernmost fall record; there are, however, 2
banding records for the same location in spring as well as a single Panhandle
record in spring.
Acadian Flycakher: None were reported; departure is in early Sep.
Alder Flycakher: Rarely identified in fall, only the 7th such documented record
was of2 birds singing at FF 16 Aug (L&BP). The records are in the period
21 Jul-4 Sep.
Willow Flycakher: Routine reports.
Least Flycakher: Routine reports.
Hammond's Flycakher: None were reported; most pass through in early Sep.
Dusky Flycakher: The only report was of2 at Oliver Res 27 Aug (SJD,AB)G).
Eastern Phoebe: Routine reports.
Say's Phoebe: The 10 in Kimball Co 27 Aug (SJD,AB)G) was a record count.
Easternmost were 1-3 in Harlan Co 8-10 Sep (G&WH) and one in Lincoln Co
3 Sep (TJW); this species is rare east of the Panhandle in fall.
Great Crested Flycakher: Three were at Oliver Res 27 Aug (SJD,AB)G), only the
9th fall Panhandle report. Fall movement begins in late Aug.
Cassin's Kingbird: Best count was 17 in Kimball Co 27 Aug (SID,AB,JG).
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Western Kingbird: One at LM I Oct (MI) was rather late, and the 67 in Garden Co
26 Aug (SJD,AB,IG) was a good count.
Eastern Kingbird: The 103 in Cedar Co 20 Aug (JJ) was an excellent count.
Scissor-tailed Flycatcher: The only reports were of one in Nance Co 12 Aug (LE)
and 2 immatures nw. of Lincoln 14 Aug (OS, fide TEL). The latter may have
been offspring of a pair that was near PL during Iun (Summer Report).
Northern Shrik.e: Routine reports.
Loggerhead Shrike: Routine reports.
White-eyed Vireo: A juvenile at LO 15 Sep (SJD,WRS,KN) was a surprise; it is
only the 2nd fall record away from the east, both at the same place.
Bell's Vireo: Two at LO 3 Sep (DH) were rather late for that westerly location.
Yellow-throated Vireo: One in Holt Co 4 Sep (MB) was westerly.
Plumbeous Vireo: None were reported; departure is in early Sep.
Cassin's Vireo: The only report was east of the usual migration corridor, LO 3 Sep
(OH). This and another from the same location are the only 2 records east of
the Panhandle.
Blue-headed Vireo: Two at FF 27 Aug (CNK) were rather early, and one at
CLNWR 16 Sep (SID,WRS,KN) was westerly; the latter is the 3rd
documented from the Panhandle in fall.
Warbling Vireo: One at WSR 9 Sep (KD) was rather late for the west, and the 14 at
LO 27 Aug (SJD,AB,IG) was a record count.
Philadelphia Vireo: There were 8 reports of 9 birds, a better showing than usual:
one was in Lancaster Co 18 Aug (LE), two were at Boyer Chute NWR,
Washington Co, 29 Aug (RE), and singles were at Bellevue 4 Sep (CNK), in
Lancaster Co 8 and 15 Sep (LE), and at LNB 29 Aug, 6 Sep, and 13 Sep
(CW).
Red-eyed Vireo: Routine reports.
Blue Jay: Routine reports.
Pinyon Jay: None were reported.
Blaek.-billed Magpie: One in Cedar Co 20 Aug (JJ) was the frrst there in 2 years.
Some post-breeding wandering occurs, likely the reason 1-2 were in Thayer
Co 13 Nov (WF).
American Crow: Routine reports.
Common Raven: An exciting fmd was one flying over and calling at Valentine
NWR 28 Oct (SIO, details). Despite several tantalizing reports in the last 10
years or so, this is only the 3rd documented record for the state since 1900.
Horned Lark.: Routine reports.
Purple Martin: Routine reports.
Tree Swallow: The 600 at Meadowlark L, Seward Co, 21 Aug (PO) was an
excellent count.
Violet-green Swallow: The only report was from near Gering 5 Aug (AK).
Northern Rough-winged Swallow: The 310 at Nebraska City 16 Sep (L&CF) was
an excellent count; the 3 highest counts are all from this area.
Bank Swallow: The 805 at BOL 4 Aug (LE) was a good count.
Cliff Swallow: Routine reports.
Barn Swallow: The 1400 at LNB 26 Sep (CW) was a good count.
Blaek.-eapped Chiekadee: The 5 at Chester Island WMA, Lincoln Co, 4 Aug
reminded the observer that he has lacked chickadees at his Brady feeder, 2.5
miles away, for more than 3 years (TJW).
Tufted Titmouse: Routine reports.
Red-breasted Nuthakh: Routine reports.
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White-breasted Nuthatch: Singles described as "frrst for fall" in Buffalo Co 2 Aug
(MM) and Hall Co 23 Aug (JEt) may have been local breeders; small numbers
apparently breed west along the Platte Valley regularly to Hall Co and
occasionally to the Hershey area (Birds of Nebraska). Another was ne. of
Scottsbluff 30 Sep (AK). This species usually arrives in Sep in areas where it
does not summer.
Pygmy Nuthatch: A somewhat late brood was the 3 begging juveniles in Dawes Co
8 Aug (CNK).
Brown Creeper: The 6 at Brownville 5 Nov (RE) was a good count.
Rock Wren: A surprise was one at Wehrspann L 30 Sep (JWH); there are about 12
fall records for the east. Three using dirt cut-banks in Chase Co 20 Oct (TJW)
were rather late.
Carolina Wren: "Outliers" are becoming commonplace in this species, indicative of
recent mild winters. The colony at Barnett Park in McCook continues; 2 were
there 26 Aug (LR,RH) and 4 on 29 Oct (LR,RH). Working west along the
Platte River were singles in Kearney 26 Aug (KS), Cozad to Sep (LR,RH)
and North Platte 26 Sep (TJW). Another was at Broken Bow 17 Nov (THa).
House Wren: Rather late were 3 at ADF 30 Oct (L&CF); there are only 9 later
dates.
Winter Wren: The only westerly report was of one at North Platte to Oct (TJW);
there are still fewer than 10 records from the western halfof the state in fall.
The remaining reports were from the east 24 Sep (JWH) through 14 Oct (RS).
Sedge Wren: Numbers appeared as expected during Aug, notably at Valentine
NWR, where "many showed up" during the 2 weeks prior to 9 Aug (TH).
Four at Harvard Marsh 16 Oct (PO) were a bit tardy. Sedge Wrens are scarce
in Nebraska during Jun and early Jul, and so the presence of several territorial
birds in lowland meadow areas at Wehrspann L was of interest (JWH). No
evidence of breeding was observed, and the area was abandoned around 25
Aug after "a full 2 months ofactivity" and at the same time "new" birds were
occupying the upland grasslands (JWH).
Marsh Wren: Routine reports.
Golden-crowned Kinglet: Routine reports.
Ruby-crowned Kinglet: Arrival is much earlier in the north and west than
elsewhere; first were II at WSR 9 Sep (KD), and so 3 in Lancaster Co 9 Sep
(LE) were rather early.
Blu~ray Gnatcatcher: This species is about to colonize the entire state. Reports
included several across the north: singles were near Bridgeport 20 Aug (CG),
at LO 17 Sep (SJD,WRS,KN), in Holt Co 4 Sep (MB), and in Dixon Co 26
Aug OJ) and 5 Sep (L&BP). Best count was an excellent 12 at Carter
Canyon, Scotts Bluff Co, 30 Aug (AK), and 3 were at Scotts Bluff NM,
Scotts Bluff Co, 12 Aug (SS). Three at Oliver Res 27 Aug (SJD,AB,JG)
were probably migrants.
Eastern Bluebird: Lingerers in the north and west were 2 in Scotts Bluff Co 14
Oct (KD) and one at Valentine NWR 29 Oct (SJD). Most depart those areas
by late Oct, although a few may be found in winter anywhere in the state. A
good count was the 100 in Webster Co 22 Oct (LR,RH).
Mountain Bluebird: A migrant flock of 15 was at WSR 15 Oct (HKH), and 5 at
Wellfleet 16 Oct (TJW) were on the move also.
Townsend's Solitaire: Early even for the Panhandle, where migrants arrive by late
Aug, was one at Chimney Rock. Morrill Co, 20 Aug (CG). The east was also
reached early, by about a month, with one in Cedar Co 24 Oct (RE). Another
in Seward Co 19 Nov (LR,RH) was more timely.
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Veery: None were reported; migration is in Sep.
Gray-cheeked Thrush: The only report of this casual fall migrant was of one at
Omaha 14 Oct (RS), only about the 30th record overall for fall.
Swainson's Thrush: Routine reports.
Hermit Thrush: Arrival in the west is earlier than eastward, involving different
subspecies. Two were at WSR 19 Sep (KD) and one at North Platte 26 Sep
(TJW), while ftrst in the east was at Bellevue 6 Oct (L&BP).
Wood Thrush: Routine reports.
American Robin: Routine reports.
Varied Thrush: The only report was a repeat of last year: one was at WSR 24-28
Oct (HKH).
Gray Catbird: Routine reports.
Northern Mockingbird: A good count was the 9, including a family group, in
Kimball Co 27 Aug (SJD,AB,JG).
Sage Thrasher: This species moves through mostly in Aug; an adult with a
dependent juvenile was at Scotts Bluff NM 8 Aug (KD), and another was at
Chimney Rock, Morrill Co, 20 Aug (CG).
Brown Thrasher: Routine reports.
Curve-billed Thrasher: Continuing into its 4th year of residence and 6th year of
age, this interesting individual actually began singing during Aug as a follow-
up to its usual philanthropic attempts to feed other birds' young; it was still
present at the end of the period (LF).
European Starling: Routine reports.
American Pipit: The 600 in two flocks in an alfalfa fteld near Hastings 21 Oct (PO)
was an excellent count. One at LM 26 Aug (OH) was rather early.
Sprague's Pipit: There were 4 reports 15-21 Oct, west to Hastings: 3 were at SCP
15 Oct (KP) and also 21 Oct (EB), one was photographed at Harvard Marsh
16 Oct (PD), and 11 were scattered through an alfalfa field near Hastings 21
Oct (PD).
Bohemian Waxwing: The only report was of one with Cedar Waxwings in Lincoln
22 Nov OGJ).
Cedar Waxwing: A rather early flock of 36 was at FF 27 Aug (CNK), and a large
flock of 200 at North Platte 10 Oct contained mostly molting birds (TJW).
Molt normally occurs Sep-Nov in adults.
Golden-winged Warbler: Only the 20th and 21st records for fall overall were
singles in Lincoln 26 Aug (LE) and at ADF 13 Sep (L&CF). This is only a
casual migrant in fall.
Tennessee Warbler: Routine reports.
Orange-crowned Warbler: Routine reports.
Nashville Warbler: Western migrants may belong to the white-bellied western
subspecies ridgwayi; one was at W 26 Aug (SJO,AB)G). Although this
species migrates late in fall, with late dates in very early Nov, a surprise was
one in se. Sioux Co 27 Nov (LF). There is a single documented Dec record.
Northern Parula: Routine reports.
Yellow Warbler: An excellent count was the 43 at LO 26 Aug (SJO,AB)G); the 3
highest fall counts are in the period 25-26 Aug.
Cbestnut-sided Warbler: More than usual were reported, a total of 16. Only the
13th-16th fall records west of Lancaster Co were apparently 3 different birds at
W: 29 Aug and 2 Sep (OH), a juvenile 15 Sep (SID,WRS,KN), and one at
WSR 9 Sep (RSg). The 17th such record was one at a York Co fast-food
outlet 26 Aug OGJ), apparently the first RWB record.
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Magnolia Warbler: Four were reported in the east 29 Aug (TR,L&BP) through 13
Sep (L&CF,JJ).
Cape May Warbler: Considering that there are only 7 fall records in all, all from
Douglas-Sarpy Cos, extraordinary was the female at LO 27 Aug seen by 3
obselVers experienced with the species (SJD,AB,JG).
Black-throated Blue Warbler: The only reports were of one at WSR 5-7 Oct
(HKH) and 2 in Omaha 14 Oct (BH).
Yellow-rumped Warbler: The 120 in Nance Co 8 Oct (LR,RH) was close to a
record fall tally (9 short).
Black-throated Green Warbler: A good tally of 12 was reported 25 Aug (L&CF)
through 13 Sep (CW,JWH,L&BP), including 3 at LNB I Sep (CW).
Westerly was one in Holt Co 4 Sep (MB).
Townsend's Warbler: There were 13 reported from a rather early 17 Aug (HKH)
through 16 Sep (SJD,WRS,KN), east to LO 26-27 Aug (SJD,AB,JG) and
CLNWR 26 Aug (SJD,AB,JG).
Blackburnian Warbler: Four were reported in the east 25 Aug-6 Sep
(L&BP,CNK,LE), but a surprise was one at LO 27 Aug (SJD,AB,JG), only
the 13th away from the east.
Yellow-throated Warbler: None were reported; this species becomes inconspicuous
in Aug.
Pine Warbler: Two males were with Yellow-romped Warblers near North Platte 10
Oct (TJW, details). This is a hardy species, wintering not far south of
Nebraska. There are 2 previous fall Panhandle records among about 25 in all,
but no others west of Wayne Co.
Palm Warbler: This species is only casual in fall. with a total of about 37 records.
One was ~n Dixon Co 26 Aug (JJ), a record early date, and another was at
ADF 5 Oct (L&CF).
Bay-breasted Warbler: The only reports of this regular fall migrant were of singles
at Rulo 29 Aug (TR) and ADF 14 Sep (L&CF).
Black-and-white Warbler: The II in Bellevue 26 Aug (CNK) was an excellent
count.
American Redstart: The 11 at Bellevue 4 Sep (CNK) and the 10 at Ponca SP,
Dixon Co, 21 Aug (L&BP) were excellent counts.
Ovenbird: Good counts were the 5 at LO 26 Aug (SJD,AB,JG) and again there 3
Sep(DH).
Northern Waterthrush: Westerly was one at LO 2 Sep (DH). There are about 30
records for the Panhandle.
Louisiana Waterthrush: None were reported; departure is in early Sep.
Kentucky Warbler: The only report was of 2 at Wehrspann L 10 Sep (1WH). Few
are reported in fall.
Mourning Warbler: The only reports were of singles in Lincoln 26 Aug (LE),
Dixon Co 27 Aug (1J), and at FF 29 Aug (L&BP).
MacGillivray's Warbler: About 8 were reported in the Panhandle 23 Aug (HKH)
through 17 Sep (SJD,WRS,KN).
Common Yellowthroat: Routine reports.
Wilson's Warbler: One of the most common fall migrants, this species was
widely-reported 21 Aug (L&BP) through 8 Oct (HKH). Best count was a
mediocre 21 at LO 16 Sep (SJD,WRS,KN).
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Canada Warbler: More than the usual 1-2 were reported. a total of 8, including 3
singles at FF 26-29 Aug (AEK.,CNK,L&BP), 2 at Bellevue 26 Aug (CNK),
another at Bellevue 26 Aug (L&BP), and one in Otoe Co 2 Sep (L&CF).
Along with the Cape May Warbler (above), a female Canada Warbler as far
west as LO 27 Aug (SJD,AB,JG) was extraordinary.
Yellow-breasted Chat: Routine reports.
Summer Tanager: The only report was of one at ICSP, a regular summer haunt, 9
Aug (L&BP). Departure is in early Sep.
Scarlet Tanager: The only report was of3 at Ponca SP, Dixon Co, 5 Sep (L&BP).
Departure is in early Oct.
Western Tanager: The only report was of2 at WSR 24 Sep (HKH).
Spotted Towhee: Singles appeared a few days early in Lancaster Co 17 Sep (LE)
and Adams Co 18 Sep (PD); most arrive in the last 10 days of Sep.
Eastern Towhee: Somewhat westerly were 5 in Thayer Co 19 Aug (LR,RH),
although breeding occurs regularly west to Harlan Co.
Cassin's Sparrow: An adult and a juvenile were near LM 26 Aug (SJD,AB,lG);
this is the same place a few birds were found in late Jul (Summer Report).
The 26 Aug date is also the latest date overall for the state.
American Tree Sparrow: Routine reports.
Chipping Sparrow: The 93 in Dixon Co 8 Oct (JJ) was a good count.
Clay-eolored Sparrow: Two in n. Sioux Co 16 Aug (WM) were rather early if
migrants; it is possible that breeding occurs in the northwest, however (Birds
ofNebraska).
Brewer's Sparrow: One was reported 18 Sep in Adams Co (PD, details); the
observer was "90"10 sure". There is a specimen record for Long Pine 20 Aug
1919, due north of Lexington.
Field Sparrow: Routine reports.
Vesper Sparrow: Although dwarfed by previous high counts of "thousands" and
"hundreds", the 94 in Adams Co 24 Sep (PD) was nevertheless respectable.
Lark. Sparrow: Routine reports.
Lark. Bunting: The 300 in Dawes Co 8 Aug (CNK) was an excellent count.
Easternmost was one in Adams Co 18 Sep (PD), where rare.
Savannah Sparrow: Occasionally birds are found in summer in the east; 2 were in
Seward Co 2 Aug (RE). The 6 in Dawes Co 8 Aug (CNK) were in a part of
the state where breeding occurs on occasion. The 145 in Adams Co 24 Sep
(PD) was a good count.
Grasshopper Sparrow: Routine reports.
Henslow's Sparrow: Two sites in Pawnee Co consisting of CRP grassland with
native grass admixtures had a total of 21 birds on 13 Aug (WRS). A juvenile
was photographed at North Lake WMA, Seward Co, 15 Aug (CG).
Le Conte's Sparrow: Good numbers were reported from the eastern halfof the state,
including 11 in the e. RWB 5 Oct (JGl), 11 in Nance Co 8 OCt (LR,RH), and
10 at Harvard Marsh 1 OCt (PD). Last was rather late in Washington Co 29
Oct (JT).
Nelson'. Sharp-tailed Sparrow: The only report was of one in Platte Co 2 Oct
(CW,PD).
Fox Sparrow: Routine reports.
Song Sparrow: Routine reports.
Lincolnis Sparrow: Uncommon in the west, one was at WSR 9 Sep (KD).
Swamp Sparrow: First migrants were 4 in Adams Co 24 Sep (PD) and another at
LNB the same day (CW). A good count was the 24 at Wilkinson WMA,
Platte Co, 2 Oct (CW, PD).
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White-throated Sparrow: Rare in the Panhandle in falJ., singles were at L Minatare
rather early 16 Sep (SJO,WRS,KN), at Oliver Res 1 Oct (Ml), and in Scotts
Bluff Co 21 Oct (AK). Also rather early was one in Lancaster Co 17 Sep
(JG). A record fall count was the 100 at LNB 18 Oct (CW).
White-<rowned Sparrow: Routine reports.
Harris's Sparrow: Less common westward, one was in Chase Co 27 Sep (OH) and
2 were in Hitchcock Co 16 Oct (TJW).
Dark-eyed Junco: A "Pink-sided Oregon" Junco was rather early at North Platte 26
Sep (TJW) and 2-3 were in Chase Co 27 Sep (OH).
McCown's Longspur: A flock was at WSR 11 Sep (HKH), indicating the start of
fall migration. There are few reports east of the Panhandle, and so a basic
adult photographed in Adams Co 19 Oct (PO) provided a significant record.
Oddly, the only other easterly record for fall is from Adams Co, also on 19
Oct, in 1964. A juvenile was photographed at LM 17 Sep (SJO,WRS,KN).
These are only the 5th and 6th fall records east of the Panhandle.
Lapland Longspur: Rather early were 1-2 in Chase Co 2 Oct (OH). This species
forms huge flocks, usually described as "thousands", and so the 9000 in
Seward Co 19 Nov (LR,RH) may not have been too surprising. That the
observers actually estimated the number is significant!
Smith's Longspur: A statewide migrant in falJ., but with few reports, an important
sighting was of a flock of 20 near Chadron 15 Oct (JF). The 17 fall records
are in the period 18 Sep-20 Dec.
Chestnut-collared Longspur: Easterly was a frrst-winter bird photographed 24 Sep
in Adams Co (PO); this is the only documented fall record from the eastern
halfof the state. The few other reports are from Adams and Webster Cos. Two
at LM 25 Aug (SID,AB)G) and 15 on 17 Sep (SID,WRS,KN) were the
easternmost otherwise; little is known about early departure dates from
breeding areas.
Snow Bunting: There were several reports beginning with 5 at LNB 12 Nov
(CNK), followed by up to 7 there through 23 Nov (WF,CS,MB). Two were
at HCR 12 Nov (G&WH),6 were at Willow Creek Res the same day (MB),
and 2 were at PL 17 Nov (LE).
Northern Cardinal: Adding to the few Panhandle records was a male near Chadron
7 Sep (SA). This is only the 5th sighting in the northwest since 1960.
Rose-breasted Grosbeak: Rare westward in fall, a surprising 3 females/immatures
were at LO 26 Aug (SID, AB)G), and an immature male was there 29 Aug
(OH). Breeding has not been confllltled at LO.
Black-headed Grosbeak: Two in Scotts Bluff Co 15 Oct (RSg) were record late by
5 days.
Blue Grosbeak: Routine reports.
Lazuli Bunting: One at WSR 9 Sep (KO) was rather late.
Indigo Bunting: Routine reports.
Dickcissel: Following the big westward push this summer, the 2 at Hyannis 2 Aug
(TJW) were not as surprising as they might have been.
Bobolink: Routine reports.
Red-winged Blackbird: Routine reports.
Eastern Meadowlark: Routine reports.
Western Meadowlark: Routine reports.
Yellow-headed Blackbird: One in Knox Co 22 Nov (MB) was tardy.
Rusty Blackbird: The 3 reports included singles in Platte Co 2 Oct (CW,PD),
Fillmore Co 23 Oct (PD), and a surprising record count of88 in Knox Co 25
Oct which dwindled to only 2 by II Nov (MB).
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Brewer's Blackbird: Routine reports.
Common Grackle: Routine reports.
Great-tailed Grackle: Reports are now statewide. Best counts were 150 at North
Platte 20 Oct (TJW) and 120 at Alma 26 Oct (G&WH). Two remained at
Grand Island 26 Nov (TEL).
Brown-headed Cowbird: An excellent count was the 5000 in Lancaster Co I Sep
(LE).
Orchard Oriole: One at Hastings 2 Oct (PD) was the 4th Oct record and 4th-latest
ever.
Baltimore Oriole: Last was one at Lincoln 16 Sep (LRB).
Bullock's Oriole: A female was reported from LNB 21 Aug (CW). This is only the
3rd report for fall east of the Panhandle; the others were II Aug and 4 Sep.
Purple Finch: The only report was of a male at LNB 23 Nov (MB). This is a late
arrival date; generally birds are present by early Oct.
House Finch: Of interest was a female at Bellevue 30 Nov with white on its head
(L&BP). There is some conjecture that some male western House Finches
may have white in place of red on their heads and breasts, and that this color
variant does not occur in the introduced eastern House Finch and thus may
give some indication as to where the populations might have merged.
Red Crossbill: The 3 reports, totaling only 6 birds, were from the Panhandle 8 Aug
(CNK) through 16 Sep (SJD,WRS,KN,CG).
Pine Siskin: Routine reports.
Lesser Goldfinch: One was reported at Wildcat Hills NC, Scotts Bluff Co, 3 Sep
(fide AK). There are about 20 reports in all for the state.
American Goldfinch: Routine reports.
House Sparrow: Routine reports.
